[Results of gamma-knife radiosurgery treatment for intracranial metastases of renal-cell cancer and prognostic factors influencing on the survival (joint study of three Eastern European Centers)].
Gamma-Knife radiosurgery treatment for intracranial metastases of renal-cell cancer results are presented. Treatments were made in 3 Eastern European Centers: in Prague, Moscow and St. Petersburg from 2000 to 2011. 312 patients were treated. Median survival was 8 months (1-91 months). Follow up data were collected for 210 patients. Neurologic state worsening had place at 12% patients, but only 4% of deterioration cases are connected to GKRS. Causes of the rest cases are related to new metastases. Neurologic improvement was found at 29% of patients. Post-RS MRI data were available for 188 patients. Volume enlargement was observed at 10% of cases, but only 5% caused by continued growth. New metastases appeared at 53% of patients. Actuarial analysis didn't detect statistically significant differences in survival for such parameters as patient age, volume and number of metastases. Favorable prognostic factors (p < 0.05) were found to be Karnofsky state equal or more than 70, controlled primary tumor and absence of extracranial metastases, as well as marginal dose for largest metastasis more than 20 Gy. Now RS is one of the basic method of the discussed pathology treatment, that demonstrates high efficacy in relation to the tumor growth and the patient Quality of Life. It is noteworthy that the length of survival is determined by the depth of the complex treatment of primary disease and success of such treatment.